Vectra 2008

The Opel Vectra is a large family car that was engineered and produced by the German
automaker Opel. In the United Kingdom, the car was sold under the Vauxhall marque as the
Vauxhall Cavalier and later as the Vauxhall Vectra , from onwards. The Vectra was introduced in
October as a replacement to the Opel Ascona , and itself was replaced in November by the Opel
Insignia , the nameplate spanning almost twenty one years and three generations of the car. The
first generation Vectra, known as the Vectra A, was introduced in October , as a four door
notchback saloon , replacing the Opel Ascona C. Both cars were designed by the Opel design
chief at the time, Wayne Cherry. Vauxhall Motors, the British GM subsidiary that shared most of
its models with Opel, did not use the "Vectra" model name until the introduction of the second
generation into the United Kingdom in August to replace the Cavalier. The top of the line Vectra
16V arrived in September Its sixteen valve version of the 2. The sixteen valve engine also
appeared in GT GSI in some markets models after the facelift, now mainly as a liftback. Most
notably, it was deployed at the San Marino Grand Prix. The 1. In markets as Italy, where smaller
engines were favored by the taxation system, a 1. There were a choice of two diesel engines ;
one was an Isuzu 1. The front suspension was fully independent , with MacPherson struts ,
pressed steel lower control arms, and an anti-roll bar. The front suspension, together with the
major mechanicals engine and transmission is remotely mounted on a front subframe. On front
wheel drive models, the rear suspension is semi independent, consisting of a torsion beam
linked to trailing arms, with double conical coil springs and direct acting telescopic hydraulic
shock absorbers , with certain models also having an anti roll bar. On the four wheel drive GSi,
4x4 and Turbo models, the rear suspension is a subframe mounted fully independent design,
with semi trailing arms, double conical coil springs, direct acting gas assisted telescopic shock
absorbers, and an anti roll bar. Steering gear is a rack and pinion type manual or power
assisted, depending on model , mounted on the bulkhead firewall , with a telescopically
deformable steering column. The Vectra also received a refresh in September Airbags became
available onwards from In New Zealand, the Vectra A was offered initially as an Opel between
and , but it wore Holden badges between and until the introduction of the Vectra B. It was not
sold in Australia, where Holden instead offered a rebadged Toyota Camry called Apollo until
The first Brazilian model had two engine options: 2. The release of the second generation of the
Chevrolet Vectra in Brazil happened at the same time of the IndyCar series in Brazil, GM made a
deal to use the Vectra as a Medical and Safety car for the race. The second generation or Vectra
B , came with the already available 2. In , GM introduced the new 2. This was similar to the Opel
Kadett. The second model, the Vectra B , was introduced in October , at the Frankfurt Motor
Show , and the model range came to include an estate version for the first time. This model
replaced the Vauxhall Cavalier in the United Kingdom. The Vauxhall badged Vectra B was the
last Vauxhall to be produced at the company's Luton plant, where the end of automobile
production was announced in December , taking effect just over a year later. Car production at
the site finished in March , [5] although production of commercial vehicles continued. Between
and , Holden assembled the Vectra for export to other RHD markets in the region, with a view to
exporting 60 per cent of output, although this was adversely affected by the Asian economic
crisis. The 2. Diesel power came once again from Isuzu, with 1. In , the all new 2. In April , the
Vectra was updated, receiving a mildly modified body that can be identified by the single piece
headlight units and body coloured bumpers together with somewhat improved handling and
better equipment. Sporting limited edition models included the touring car championship
inspired i, Super Touring and GSi. Only 3, 2. With only estate versions produced during this
time, they became one of the rarest production Vauxhalls ever. On model years and , a last of
the line 2. These were again mostly saloons and hatchbacks, however 37 estates were made.
These models received a host of extra upgrades, including to Xenon headlamps, and larger
front brakes. In Egypt , the production of the Opel Vectra B continued during with two models,
initially a 1. Later in , the revised model was produced with three models 1. A related model sold
in North America was the Saturn L-Series , introduced in , but dropped from the line up in The
four door notchback saloon version of the Vectra C almost resembled a two-box four door
fastback saloon. The Signum, which was based partly on the Vectra C, featured a completely
different layout in the rear. The engine range was substantially modified to account for the
increased curb weight of the Vectra C. In , a 2. Being a main engine for another GM brand, Saab,
it was only ever sold in small numbers in the Vectra. Diesel power, which had become important
for commercial success in Europe, [18] was provided by an Isuzu sourced 3. In October , the
four cylinder diesel engine was replaced with a Fiat designed 1. However, the power of the 3.
These high performance variants were only available as hatchbacks and estates. The Vectra
was dropped and replaced by the Holden Epica, a badge engineered Daewoo Tosca early in Due
to stockpiling of Vectras from for the market in Australasia, there was enough supply of the car
for deliveries to last through to As a result, facelifted Vectra Cs were not sold in those markets.

Sales of the Vectra C in the United Kingdom were not as strong as those of its predecessors.
For much of its production life, the original Vectra was the fourth best selling car in the country,
but the Vectra C never came higher than tenth in the country's car sales charts, though within
its own market sector it held on to second place, behind the Ford Mondeo. In , it finally made the
Top 10 of Britain's car sales charts, being the nation's tenth most popular new car with over 50,
sales, outselling the Ford Mondeo for the first time since It is a very rare model of Chevrolet in
Chile , with not many found. In June , the Vectra was renamed the Opel Insignia with a facelift
since, it was the last rebadged Opel model from Chevrolet. It was available with the same name
in Argentina, which was discontinued at the same time because, in February , Opel was sold to
the PSA Group. The Vectra was used in several touring car racing series. Fabrizio Giovanardi
was champion in and The Vectra has been used as a silhouette racing car : in the Stock Car
Brasil in to it was the champion for four seasons and , in the Argentine Top Race V6 since
Guillermo Ortelli was champion , and in the Deutsche Tourenwagen Masters in and , with little
success. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the version of the car sold in Brazil from to
, see Opel Astra. Motor vehicle. Opel Vectra C facelift. Main article: Opel Insignia A. Archived
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Domus. Auto Express. Dennis Publishing. Retrieved 14 March Retrieved 7 December Car
Magazine. February Top Gear magazine. Retrieved 12 October Retrieved 7 January Archived
from the original on 18 May Retrieved 23 April Archived from the original on 6 March Retrieved
21 September Retrieved 9 November Black Falcon Media Group Oy. Khoo Systems. Retrieved
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which made it better to drive. It also got a new look front end but unfortunately this did little to
lift the anonymous looks. The cabin is just as plain with a slabby design that lacks style but
even worse is the awful button layout on the centre console and the lack of storage. The
changes to the chassis made it more composed on the move but while it's safe it lacks
excitement and it's not as controlled or sophisticated as newer rivals like the Ford Mondeo. On
the plus side it's comfortable on the motorway, there's some good diesel engines available and
the boot is large and easy to access. There's also plenty of affordable examples on the used
market making it a good value second hand buy. Home Vauxhall Vectra Reviews Hatchback
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